
Having the right tools to do your work is essential. But not everyone 
needs the same set up. Depending on your personality, type of 
work and how you like to get things done, your technology needs 
will be different to your colleagues’. Find out who you’re most like 
– Novice Nina, Intermediate Ian or Expert Eric and see how you 
can take your set up to the next level. 

What's your 
unique technology 
working style?



PRODUCT RECOMMENDATIONS:

NOVICE NINA
“Set up? What set up?”
Nina is flexible, has a great can-do attitude and gets the job 
done! She’s not that worried about ergonomics and having  
the latest technology.

How to tell you’re like Nina:

 You make do with your laptop, it works just fine!

 Sometimes you think about how it would be nice to  
 have a mouse, just to make drag-and-drop easier.

 A monitor? You have enough space on your laptop  
 – even though it would be nice to have three things  
 open at once.

 You are too busy to think about your set up!

LG 21.5 Inch Full HD IPS  
Monitor 25163136

Logitech MK270R Wireless  
Keyboard & Mouse Combo  
18999854

Kensington Easy Riser Go  
14 Inch Laptop Stand Black  
25167338 

Western Digital My Passport  
HDD 2TB Red 25164728

Jabra Evolve 40 MS  
Mono Headset 18983343

Lexmark Ms331dn A4 Mono  
Laser Printer 25165168



INTERMEDIATE IAN
“As long as it works,  
it’s good enough!”
Ian likes to be prepared and comfortable at work, without  
going over the top. Ian has all the basics to do the work but  
could do with an upgrade.

How to tell you’re like Ian:

 You have a good set up but feel like you could have a  
 better one that suits you.

 You sometimes feel slight pains when you work for  
 long hours.

 You get annoyed when people can’t hear you due to  
 your in-built microphone.

Philips 24 Inch Full HD LCD 
Monitor 25165116 

Microsoft Wireless Desktop  
2000 Keyboard & Mouse 
18756217

Fellowes Office Suites Compact 
Laptop Riser 87144365

Western Digital My Passport  
HDD 4TB Black 25164730

Sony XB23 Extra Bass Wireless 
Speaker Black 25165188

Cygnett Chargeup Duo  
10000mah Wireless Power Bank  
+ Charging Dock 25164578 

HP Color Laser Multi Function 
Printer 179fnw 25165081

PRODUCT RECOMMENDATIONS:



EXPERT ERIC
“I’d like everything  
to be optimised!”
Eric likes efficiency, streamlining and wants the tools to  
make his life easier. There’s always room for improvement.

How to tell you’re like Eric:

 You like to get things done, quickly!

 Compatibility is important, you prefer things to  
 seamlessly work together.

 Cords and plug-ins? No thanks, you prefer wireless,  
 AirDrop and Bluetooth.

 You like to research and compare to get the best  
 features that will help you get more done.

PRODUCT RECOMMENDATIONS:

Philips 32 Inch Full HD  
Curved LCD Display  
25165118

Microsoft Ergonomic  
Desktop Keyboard and  
Mouse 25163177

Epos Adapt 660 Headset 
25166584

Western Digital  
My Passport Go  
SSD 2TB Amber 25164736

Cygnett ChargeUp Edge+  
27k USB-C Laptop Wireless  
Power Bank 25164630 

Audio Technica Ath-CK3TW  
In Ear Wireless Headphones  
White 25164706

Epson Workforce Pro  
Wf-c5790 A4 Clr MFP  
25165022



For all your technology needs, wherever work 
happens to be, view our technology catalogue 
and shop online on winc.com.au. To speak to a 

technology specialist call 1800 791 250.


